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Dear LWA family,

As the month of March has marched past , we have

completed yet another successful academic session.

The exams for all the classes were completed and the

valuable feedback to parents was given at the

PTM.The exams were followed by the annual camp

for the Scouts and Guides , cubs and bulbuls. The

camp events included indoor and outdoor activities

and games and culminated in the evening campfire.

The tiny tots of the preparatory graduated

successfully to class 1. The graduation day was

celebrated with great enthusiasm and eclat.Sessions

on safety and counseling were conducted for the

students of the primary by our counselor and

wellness teachers. Dear readers, enjoy this edition

of our newsletter of March as we set foot in to a new

academic year 2023-2024.

-Ms.Santhi Swaminathan

FROM OUR PRINCIPAL’S DESK
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Graduation Day Celebration - Preparatory

Lightworkers Academy, Nallambakkam celebrated Kindergarten Graduation Day on 23rd

March, 2023. Tiny tots dressed up with nice attires and performed different activities like

music and dance, which was appreciated by all gathered.

Our Principal, Santhi Swaminathan complimented the graduates on their achievements, also

congratulated the teachers for their dedication and hard work in shaping the students

through education and other co-curricular activities.

The most important part of the day- Graduation Ceremony started with the smart tiny tots of

pre primary dressed in graduation robes and caps walking the stage. The Principal

felicitated the students with Certificate of Graduation. Children looked pretty in their

graduation robes and caps. The programme ended with the vote of thanks by the

Kindergarten Teacher, Ms.Rani.

It was indeed a joyous and memorable day for not only the little ones but also a proud

moment for the parents and the mentors as they witnessed their children receiving their KG

Graduation Day Diploma’s from the guests.

May God bless these tiny “graduates” as they continue their education in the main stream of

the school!
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Scouts And Guides One Day Camp @ LWA

To build up the skills of scouting in students, our school has organized one day camp for

cubs, bulbuls, scouts and guides on 18th March, 2023 in our school premises. The camp was

inaugurated by Mr.Saranraj, District Organising Commissioner, Pallava Mandalam. Mr.Sarath

Kumar ALT Scout and Mr. Anand ALT Cubs and Bulbuls gave exceptional guidance to our

students. To enhance the ability of our students, they conducted quite a lot of activities to

them.

Cubs and Bulbuls partake with great enthusiasm in activities like Cub and Bulbul greetings,

Sing Song, Jungle book and Tara Story. Scouts and Guides were skilled with Knotting,

Lashing, Treasure Hunt and Sing Song. Students and teachers engrossed themselves in the

games.

The big day came to an end with camp fire which was filled with more cultural activities

showcased by the students. All the participants were awarded a shield and a certificate as a

mark of participation.
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Scouts and Guides One Day camp @ LWA

Guest lecturer for IPS officers on probation

I wish to share you the proud and privilege opportunity

to teach the beautiful Tamil language to the IPS officers

who are from the other parts of India and placed in the

south zone. Syllabus book has been given by the police

department. Tamil classes were taught in bilingual

method. They enjoyed the classes well. I felt honoured

as a teacher to teach the IPS officers. Goosebumps

moments! I take this opportunity to thank our Principal

Ma'am Ms.Santhi Swaminathan for giving this

opportunity to serve the civilian. I thank Mr. Thirumalai

kozhundhu, Police department who trusted LWA and

gave us this great opportunity.

Mrs.Padmashree(Hindi Teacher)
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Hindu Horizon - School Admission Fair

The Hindu Horizon, a school admissions expo for students was on 4th and 5th March 2023 at

Kailash Gardens, Sholinganallur.

The expo provided a platform for the schools to showcase what they offer, and for the parents

to find the right place for their children.

LWA, was honoured to join hands with “The Hindu” to showcase the amenities and share its

good practices to the parents. LWA students performed a cultural programme in the inaugural

ceremony. The parents and children got an opportunity to gain in-depth understanding about

LWA. This facilitates them to take an informed decision about admissions. Overall, the expo

gave an unique platform to LWA to engage with parents.
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Safety and well being for Children
Topic: Good and bad touch

In present scenario many cases are reported on social media and other platforms like news paper

and television. Where we hear cases of child abuse mainly abuse of children. To bring such

awareness among children session on Safety was held on 14th, 15th 16 and 17th March 2023

class wise from class 1 to class 5.

All the students from class 1 to 5 attended the session on Safety and well being on the topic good

and bad touch.

The main objective of teaching good and bad touch is

1.To affirm a child right to say no to an adult who make them feel uncomfortable.

2.To help child distinguish the difference between good and bad.

And how children can protect themselves when some one disturbs and make them guilty and

uncomfortable.

Introduced different parts of body through a doll. Four zones of a body parts were demonstrated

by counting numbers.1 for the lips, 2 for the chest 3. In-between legs and back.

Children were make aware when some one touch their private parts or any covered zones to shout

and say NO, STOP, I DON’T LIKE.To run away from that person and immediately tell their safe

circle.

Safe circle are people whom children are comfortable to share their secrets. People like Mother,

Father, Grandmother, Grandfather and the teacher.Children were told to form their safe circle after

reaching home and discussing with their parents.Where no guilty feelings are kept as secrets

within.

Children mental health and overall development is retarded with such incidents occurring to

children and young girls. Thus it is necessary to make children and future generation aware of this

education. Where children can protect themselves from such trauma for entire life.

Children became aware through this session. They enjoyed the concept that was delivered .Movie

about Komal was displayed to have a clear understanding

LWA children are no more unaware of their stranger’s approach. They are ready to fight back with

the slogans of safety as NO, STOP AND I DON’T LIKE.

Child helpline number 1098 was told to contact for help and 100 to inform the police.
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Safety and well being for Children
Topic: Good and bad touch.
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Feed back Corner - Preparatory

From : Sabeela Thasneem

(Shiaara Tabassum's mom)

Dear Rani mam,

This year has been an incredible journey for

the kids ... With most of their nursery in online

mode, Shiaara started writing alphabets only

in Prep.She has shown good progress in

reading and writing. Everyday she gets ready

to school enthusiastically and returns from

school with lot of happiness...This is because

of the love and care you showered on the

kids. You have been a strong pillar of support

to the kids you really made their early

childhood education remarkable. Continue

your great work. Heartfelt thanks for all the

support you have provided through this year!!

From: Tiana's parents..

Thank you ma'am for all your effort on

mentoring the children. The Graduation

Day Event was extraordinary. The dance,

music, and the joy of the little ones were

mesmerizing. Overall, I thank you, Rani

ma'am, and all the other teachers for the

great work in making this academic year

a success.

From :Nandhini.M (Tanisha's Mother)

Dear Rani Mam, You are amazing at what you do!

Your passion, dedication and support towards

child education was excellent. There are no words

to express my gratitude. You are very calm and

supportive, but really knows how to motivate child

also parents to make them study at home. You are

great at building confidence and keeping lessons

fun and engaging through a variety of activities

that improve Tanisha conversation, writing, and

reading skills on day by day.Once again thank

you mam!!!

From: Harish Pandian's parents...

Thank you Rani mam for caring

my child each and every day. You

never fail to make my son feel

comfortable and happy to be at

school. Your patience, kindness

and enthusiasm towards every

child is priceless. Once again

thank you mam

From: L.Jitesh kannan parents...

Thank u Rani madam . My son

got good learning, dance, and

music understanding of

lessons and very good care by

Rani madam.As a parent we

are very happy mam.
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